Cycle Of Violence

Another day and I just wonder why turn on the news when what I'll see is violence. These acts of people who crave hurting others. Or just don't know what to do with their lives anymore so they start the cycle of violence. What they don't know is that violence leads to more violence. And it'll be too late when they are in pitch black caskets killed by the cousin or the brother of their victim. And while that violence cycle goes on another one somewhere around the world just started. And then again it goes with the same incidents. Someone kills a member of a family. The enraged brother goes on a rampage, finds out who the killer is and kills him. And then night falls and he tries to go to sleep thinking of how the blood flowed. He's not really able to sleep. He hears the cops, finds out they're looking for him, so he tries to fight getting arrested and starts a shootout he dies and kills two other cops too.